Touching the Clouds on the South Downs
JUST OVER SEVEN YEARS AGO I acquired the biggest equine
project of my life (so far), my first Appaloosa, a mare aptly named
‘Touch the Clouds’ (aka Maddy).
She came to me with a long list of issues; she had been through
several trainers and had basically reached the point where she
REALLY hated humans. I was working with quite a few difficult
horses at the time but few compared to this spotted tornado with
lightening fast teeth that I had just purchased for £1 (yes I know now
there was a good reason she was so cheap!) My goal with Maddy was
fairly simple back then – I just wanted to stay alive!
I could never have imagined that seven years on she would be
my greatest partner, trying her heart out for me in the arena and
carrying me across some of the toughest country in Britain. I am
very proud of my spotted horse and how far she has come and I
wouldn’t part with her for the world.
I am now totally hooked on this amazing breed; I’ve even bought
two more! They are so tough and versatile and make exceptional endurance horses being smart and
athletic, with a big heart and a lot of grit, you know when the going gets tough they won’t quit on you.
So combining my interest in long riding and my love of Appaloosas seemed a logical progression,
starting a few years ago with similar distances over Exmoor and Dartmoor I have gradually set my
sights on other targets, which led me to our most recent expedition - The South Downs Way, England’s
longest and oldest bridle path. My friend Charlotte and her Quarter Horse, Floyd, joined me on this
ride and it was lovely to have some company.
The South Downs Way (SDW) is an 8000 year old, 100 mile bridleway (we totalled 110 including
the diversions off the path to our overnight stops and back). It runs from Winchester to Eastbourne
and with over 4,150m of ascent and decent it is not for the faint hearted!
It was a tougher ride than I had imagined and involved around 50 miles of flinty tracks and very
slippery chalk paths due to the heavy rain, which the horses found really tiring. We were riding on
average 28 miles a day, which was taking around 8-10 hours as the uneven stone and slippery surfaces,
meant often we were restricted to walking many miles. Charlotte’s Quarter Horse is barefoot and
certainly wouldn’t have finished had he not spent around 70 miles in boots. The final day made up for
all the miserable weather of the previous three, as the sun came out and we had the most spectacular
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360 degree views and mile after mile of wonderful springy turf to canter on.
There are some beautiful villages along the SDW but refreshment stops are few and far between,
especially during the second half of the ride, so a packed lunch and water is essential. There are water
troughs at various points for the horses, more frequent during the second half nearing Eastbourne.
The ride involves very little roadwork (maybe five miles out of the entire 100) but there are some
very busy road crossings. As long as your horse is totally traffic proof and you are willing to take the
time it takes to cross then they wont cause you to much trouble. There is one railway line crossing
which was fine as there is a telephone provided to check it’s safe to cross. Several river crossings also
took us across some interesting steel and wood surfaced bridges.
We carried all our gear for the four days in packs; in hindsight I should have posted the horse feed
to our accommodation in advance, as this was an additional weight they could definitely have done
without. I would recommend to anyone considering this ride to break down the mileage into shorter
days, this will allow for an easier pace and more sight seeing. I was restricted in the time I had and the
accommodation stops available to us meant either long or very short mileage. 15 mile days over a week
would have been more enjoyable and allowed for more exploring and pub stops!
Despite the often long and tiring days I would do it all again. Without some hardship there is no
adventure and the tougher times are the moments you look back on with the fondest memories (when
you are tucked up cosy and warm in front of the log burner). God willing Maddy and I have many
more adventures ahead of us and I hope to discover much more of the British Isles on horseback (one
with spots obviously).
During the ride I was raising money for a friends charity – The Pack Project. I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank all of you who have donated. At the time of writing the total raised is £625.
I’d also like to profusely thank Sue Feast who came out to take photos of us in miserable weather
conditions and also ran some of our gear onto our B&B to save our horses backs, as well as offering lots
of helpful advice on the SDW itself.
The various accommodation owners were all wonderful but special thanks must go to Joyce
Whatley from Shotgun Cottage in South Harting who came and found us in the dark and fog and lead
us safely down a busy road in her car. She also let us take over her entire house to dry all our wet gear!
Sharon Moore from Pond Farm near Ditchling Beacon, who leant us rugs for our tired, wet horses
and ran us into town for fish & chips and wine after a long day with the prospect of the night in a tent.
If anybody is considering doing a long ride and would like to contact me for any information please
feel free, you can find all my details on my website – www.successfulhorsemanship.co.uk
Happy Trails!
Emma Bowyer

Day 1 Cheesefoot Head
close to Winchester
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Day 4 110 miles on
Above Eastbourne

